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Research Excellence

  The Industrial Revolution harnessed the power of steam to 
put things in motion with huge machines that propelled the 
world into a new era of productivity. Molecular machines 
may be poised to deliver the next revolution, invisibly 
powering novel therapeutics and nanoscale industrial 
processes. Molecular machines abound in nature. They are 
the driving force behind functions like muscle contraction, 
cargo movement within cells along microtubules, and the 
beating of cilia and flagella. 
  Nature has inspired the scientific community with its 
efficient and diverse molecular machinery, and the search 
for novel synthetic molecular machines with exciting new 
applications has begun. The BIOMOLMACS training 
network is working on integrating molecular machines with 
precisely designed macromolecules for a new era in 
nanobiomedical applications.
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Tiny synthetic machines may soon be toiling away in artificial and natural cells



Work packages of BIOMOLMACS ITN 

Research work packages of this ITN are interdisciplinary and combining the 
best of chemistry, physics, and biology to address biomedical challenges.  
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Research Projects

Further information on individual projects can be found on www.biomolmacs.com 4

http://www.biomolmacs.com


Academics and Companies

WE HAVE 9 UNIVERSITIES AND 4 INDUSTRY PARTNERS FROM 7 DIFFERENT 
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES INVOLVED IN SUPERVISION AND TRAINING OF EARLY 
STAGE RESEARCHERS.
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Early Stage Researchers

Our Early Stage Researchers are from 
10 different countries. They are all 
registered for a PhD degree in their 
institutions and will graduate in 
2023-2024. 
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Training Programme of BIOMOLMACS
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Our training activities are open access to anyone who wants to learn further on bimolecular machines. 
Please contact to the project coordinator for further information. 



Dr. Remzi Becer (BIOMOLMACS Coordinator, remzi.becer@warwick.ac.uk) 
Dr. Gokhan Yilmaz (BIOMOLMACS Manager, gokhan.yilmaz.1@warwick.ac.uk)
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